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Mad Run Expected at FCC for Prized FM Translators. Buyers and sellers are expected to flood the FCC with a torrent 
of FM translator applications come Friday. That’s when the Commission opens an historic filing window for Class C and 
D AM stations to relocate FM translators up to 250 miles. How big will the wave be? One broker told Inside Radio he 
personally plans to file seven deals on Friday, which is almost half the number he’d file during 
an average year. While the window will be open for six months, Friday’s action is likely to focus 
on large markets where opportunities to relocate translators are scarce. With the FCC treating 
applications on a first come, first served basis, operators are anxious to get first dibs. “In crowded 
metropolitan areas where there may be one or two available frequencies to move a translator to, 
people want to make sure they’re first in line,” says Media Services Group director Bob Heymann. “If 
you’re second and there’s only one frequency, you’re out of luck.” Many Friday filings are expected 
to be for existing construction permits. Since applicants are filing to move translators up to 250 
miles, CPs come without the baggage of an existing licensed translator, such as a tower site lease, 
antenna, transmitter or transmission line that couldn’t be easily used at the new location. “CPs have been much easier 
to sell than existing translators,” Heymann says. Dealmakers are anxious to see how many applications will be mutually 
exclusive. A larger market with just one or two available frequencies, for instance, may have a handful of major operators 
vying. In mutually exclusive cases, applicants would attempt to negotiate a technical solution. Otherwise the conflict would 
be resolved via an auction. 

FM Filing Window Is Lifeline For Some AM Operators. The FCC’s generous FM translator filing window, part of a years-
in-the-making AM Revitalization Report & Order, could be a lifesaver for some AMs, particularly daytime-only operators. Not 
only would it give them FM distribution on signals sometimes comparable to a class A, they would also be able to broadcast 
around the clock. While the opportunities to move into major markets are limited, AM operators in small or rural areas should 
have no problem finding a frequency. “If you own a Class C or class D AM in the middle of Wyoming or Kansas, chances are 
you shouldn’t have any problem finding a useable frequency during the first part of the six-month window,” Media Services 
Group director Bob Heymann says. Buyer demand for translators is strong, brokers say, but there is a glut of them on the 
sale block, due in part to the FCC granting well in excess of 1,000 new translators since the 2003 filing window. “There’s very 
good demand but there is also a significant supply,” Heymann says. Adds Patrick Communications managing partner Larry 
Patrick, “Because there is a strong supply in many markets, I do not think that we will see prices overall move much from 
where they have been for the last six months.”

For Some Stations, It’s All About Guarding Turf. Even before Friday’s historic FM translator window opens for AM 
stations, buyers and sellers had been frantically filing applications to improve existing translators under the current rules 
in a preemptive measure to protect their turf. Applications have been lodged to move translators into markets such as 
Detroit; Charlotte; Bridgeport, CT; Nashville; Richmond; Memphis and Wichita, among others. In some cases the goal is to 
optimize an existing facility, whether a licensed translator or an existing construction permit, before the commission begins 
accepting translator relocation filings that may preclude such an upgrade. In these pre-Friday filings, buyers and sellers may 
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only want to move 5-10 miles or perhaps increase height above average 
terrain. But by doing so, “they may be blocking someone from applying for 
a move into that general area before the scheduled Friday opening,” says 
Media Services Group director Bob Heymann. “Some buyers and sellers 
have filed to improve a current facility ahead of Friday’s filing window to 
protect and maximize the coverage of a licensed translator or an existing 
construction permit,” Heymann says. 

Inside Radio—All Web, All the Time. In early 2015, we relaunched a more 
user-friendly Inside Radio website (www.insideradio.com) and watched the 
great migration begin. Now, more people than ever are reading Inside Radio 
stories online by either going straight to the site, or using a link from our 
daily email. So it’s time to say goodbye to the .pdf newsletter. The number 
of people reading our old-school .pdf newsletter has continued to declined, 
while the overall number reading Inside Radio across other platforms has 
increased—dramatically. In response to the changing ways readers access 
our content, Inside Radio will retire the .pdf newsletter as of January 29. The 
February 1, 2016 newsletter is the first that will be delivered 100% digitally, 
with all our news sent by email, with full details on each story on our website. 
Digital delivery of news means you never have to wait for the full details on 
either breaking news or on our exclusive content and interviews. And you’ll 
never have to click from the .pdf to the website to get the complete story. 
Subscribers will have immediate access to continuously updated news 
coverage, as it happens, and readers can just go to the Web throughout the 
day for updates. Read all the details wherever you are, via your computer, 
tablet or smartphone. To help make the transition even more seamless, the 
Inside Radio website now has a cleaner, brighter, more sophisticated look 
that makes the news easier to read (on any device). Subscribers will still 
receive our daily email—each morning and afternoon—and breaking news 
alerts. If you’re a paid Inside Radio subscriber, and wish to confirm your 
username and password—or to get credentials for the first time—please 
contact: kathryn@insideradio.com or call 800-248-4242 x700. Thank you 
for making Inside Radio the most read radio industry news source. – Gene 
McKay, GM/publisher, Inside Radio

The 2016 CES Innovations That Will Rock Radio. The 2016 Consumer 
Electronics Show in Las Vegas dazzled more than 170,000 global 
attendees, used over 2.47 million square feet of exhibit space and yielded 
many solid radio-related innovations. Inside Radio and consultant Fred 
Jacobs narrowed them down to the biggest. Jacobs of Jacobs Consulting 
shared the results in his “10 Innovations From 
CES 2016 & What They Mean To Radio” in a 
Wednesday webinar cosponsored by Inside 
Radio. “I find that [CES is] becoming less about 
the latest in gadgetry and more about the greatest 
in technology,” Jacobs told the Web-assembled 
crowd. “The biggest benefit of attending CES is 
that while not every experiment may work, we 
need everyone’s most creative effort, because we 
might just come up with that innovation that could 
change our business.” Here is part I of Jacobs’ findings: • Autonomous 
Cars For the second year at CES, self-driving cars were a big part of the 
conversation, Jacobs said. While some predict that future drivers will be 
reading email and watching video on the road, others are not as confident, 
however, “autonomous driving will impact radio in fundamental ways; it 
won’t be here next year or the year after, but it’s inevitable, and will change 
media habits in the car,” Jacobs says. “Radio will be impacted.” • Behind 
the Scenes—From the Air As drones and virtual reality increase their 
presence, radio has the opportunity to share access with listeners and 
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social media visitors in new and exciting ways. “This is the show biz angle of radio, and with the access we have, people 
can go backstage and see things they’ve never seen before,” Jacobs says. Access to events such as festivals, food drives, 
weather events and traffic jams come courtesy of drones becoming more than a tech geek novelty. Demand Performance—
The rush to on-demand video continues to spell change for radio; read the exclusive story at InsideRadio.com.

Radio’s Top 2016 CES Innovations—Part II. Industry consultant Fred Jacobs attended the 2016 Consumer Electronics 
Show in Las Vegas, covering the fest for Inside Radio. His “10 Innovations From CES 2016 & What They Mean To Radio” 
webinar, airing this past Wednesday, indicated 10 top trends to look for in 2016. In “Part II,” Jacobs continues his survey, 
covering content and distribution, partnerships, gaming and the old-turned-new power of vinyl. • Gamification Says Jacobs, 
“Gaming taps into the competitive spirit in all of us. We love to compete with each other and technology is opening the 
door for that to happen.” Citing apps, Web games and other online competition, Jacobs adds, “There is no reason radio 
can’t participate in this phenomenon.” • Vinyl Everything old becomes new again, Jacobs notes, pointing to a relaunched 
high-end Technics turntable at CES (now manufactured by Panasonic). The vinyl comeback isn’t just a trend, he says, up 
almost 30% in 2015 over 2014. “The implications for radio are obvious—particularly for the rock format,” including “vinyl cuts” 
radio shows, station-sponsored vinyl swap meets and the like. “This is a no-brainer for many radio stations—and a great 
way to differentiate from pure plays like Pandora and Spotify.” • Personalization 
and Customization Citing the near-absurdity of Dish Network’s “Hopper with 
Sling,” a DVR that allows users to record 16 shows simultaneously, Jacobs points 
out that there is definitely a move toward “controlled variety and choice—and 
time-shifting is making its way to radio in the coming years.” He adds, “Radio 
has always been about broadcasting to the masses. The trend is moving the 
other way and radio needs to make adjustments with its digital products.” 
Partnerships Gearing Up—Jacobs talks about the unlikely, but necessary, 
future alliances radio players may need to make to grow the industry in the 
full exclusive available only at InsideRadio.com.

Ryvicker Sees Upbeat Q4 Reports Coming. As media companies prepare 
to release their fourth-quarter 2015 earnings reports next month, at least one 
analyst is feeling upbeat about what they may report. Wells Fargo Securities 
senior analyst Marci Ryvicker says local advertising appears to have been “pretty 
healthy” during the quarter. “Post our checks, it sounds to us like local advertising 
is pretty healthy, with auto as well as many other categories up,” Ryvicker writes 
in a new report. Political advertising is “heating up,” she notes. That is expected 
to impact core local and national advertising—especially for TV groups—by displacing traditional advertising. Ryvicker is 
forecasting core broadcast TV growth of flat to up 3.5% in Q4 and -2.2% to +1% in Q1. Ryvicker currently covers only one 
radio company—Entercom—which she rates as “overweight.” She expects Entercom revenues to grow by 1% in Q4 and 
rise 1.6% in Q1. Ryvicker’s pro-forma revenue estimate for Entercom, minus political, is pacing up 3% for the fourth quarter. 
Ryvicker’s outlook on the outdoor sector calls for 2%-3% growth for both Q4 and Q1. “While political tends to be a non-issue 
for these guys, we do think that a rising tide in the ad environment tends to lift all boats,” she writes. She sees “soft print 
trends—flat to up low-single digits at best.”

More News, Better Updates—Get the Industry’s Full Story at InsideRadio.com. All-Day Breakfast Is Golden Egg for 
McDonald’s... NAB Pilots New Tech and Innovation Lab… Surveyed Marketers—Data Will Be 2016 Story… KISW To Take 
Bite Out Of Sausage Biz… Read these and other stories as they happen at InsideRadio.com, your online destination for 
breaking news.

— Get more news, people moves and insider extras @ www.insideradio.com. —
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S A L E S

Washington – Shannon Milburn and Codie Carpenter’s Gorge Country Media 
files a $725,000 deal to buy “Gorge Country Y-102.3” KYYT and talk KLCK 
(1400) in Goldendale, WA from Dan Manciu’s Haystack Broadcasting. The 
deal also includes The Dalles, OR-licensed translator K276EE at 103.1 FM, 
which simulcasts the KYYT’s HD2 adult contemporary format. Milburn has 
been general manager and sales manager for the stations; Carpenter has 
been business manager.

North Carolina – Karen Ann Davis files a $312,500 deal to buy “Oldies 1170” 
WCLN, Clinton, NC from Delma Dixon’s Clinton Sampson Radio Company. 
The 5,000-watt daytimer covers an area outside of Fayetteville. The deal 
includes a promissory note that will run through 2029.

Fargo-Moorhead, ND-MN – Brooke Ingstad’s Radio Wahpeton Breckenridge 
files to add a second station in the Fargo-Moorhead market with a $275,000 
deal to buy classic hits “92.7 The Drive” KZDR from Robert Ingstad’s Basin 
Mediactive. She already has a pending $300,000 deal to buy country KBMW 
(1450) from her father, James Ingstad. Brooke Ingstad currently owns the 
Moorhead, MN-licensed translator K245BY at 96.9 FM which relays the 
CHR “Hits 96.9” HD2 channel of James Ingstad Broadcast Group’s hot AC 
“Big 98.7” KLTA-FM. And she also currently holds an 11% minority stake in 
her father’s group.

Texas – Texas Public Radio files a $90,000 deal to buy KCTI, Gonzales (1450) 
from Gonzales Communications. The 1,000-watt station has been off the air 
since September. TPR owns six other stations.

New Jersey – Blount Communications files an $85,000 deal to buy the 
Tremley, NJ-licensed translator W244DD at 96.7 FM from Bridgelight. William 
Blount will move the signal to the Bridgeport, CT market where he plans to 
give 5,000-watt daytime-only religious WFIF (1500) a 24-hour FM signal. 
Broker: Robert Branch

Missouri & Kansas – Stephens Media Group files a $67,000 deal to buy 
the Clinton, MO-licensed translator K280FR at 103.9 FM and the Neodesha, 
KS-licensed translator K286BV at 105.1 FM from Fred and Evelyn Morton. In 
a separate deal Stephens files a $35,000 deal to buy the Joplin, MO-licensed 
K271AL at 102.1 FM from Educational Media Foundation. Stephens will 
relocate the signals to further build the regional coverage of its Tulsa-based 
“The Sports Animal” KYAL-FM&AM (97.1, 1550).

Georgia – TBLC Media files a $65,000 deal to buy the Macon, GA-licensed 
translator W245CG at 96.9 FM from American Family Association. TBLC Media 
plans to move the signal to the Charlotte market where it will give 9,400-watt 
daytime-only regional Mexican WNOW (1030) a 24-hour FM signal.

Mississippi – TBLC Media files a $65,000 deal to buy the Coldwater, MS-
licensed translator W300CH at 107.9 FM from American Family Association. 
TBLC Media will relocate the translator to the Nashville market where it will 
simulcast Spanish CHR “Activa 1240” WNVL on FM.

Ohio – Metroplex Media files a $65,000 deal to buy the Ironton, OH-licensed 
translator W239CC at 95.9 FM from Educational Media Foundation. Metroplex 
will use the signal to simulcast classic hits WMTD, Hinton, WV (1380) on FM. 
EMF will still own contemporary Christian “K-Love” WEKV (94.9) covering 
the Ironton area.

MORE DEALS @ INSIDERADIO.COM DEAL DIGEST ARCHIVE  |  ADVERTISE: CALL 800-248-4242 X 711   |  EMAIL 
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Maryland – Hasmukh Shah’s World India Radio files a $65,000 deal to buy 
the Bishopville, MD-licensed translator W230CF at 93.9 FM from Priority 
Radio. World India Radio will relocate the signal to the Frederick, MD market 
where it will give 17,000-watt daytime-only “Radio Chai” WTRI (1520) a 24-
hour FM signal.

Maryland – TBLC Media files a $65,000 deal to buy the East New Market, 
MD-licensed translator W279BA at 103.7 FM from Priority Radio. TBLC Media 
will relocate the signal to the Richmond, VA market where it plans to use the 
translator to simulcast tropical “La 1320” WVNZ on FM. Broker: Robert Branch

New Jersey – World India Radio files a $60,000 deal to buy the Toms River, 
NJ-licensed translator W283BY at 104.1 FM from Priority Radio. World India 
Radio will simulcast ethnic “Radio Chai” WXMC (1310) in the Morristown, 
NJ market.

Missouri – Nancy Miller’s One Media files a $55,000 deal to buy the currently-
silent KLFJ, Springfield, MO (1550) from C.J. Perme’s 127 Inc. One Media 
owns three other stations but none are in the Springfield market.

Wisconsin – Crawford Broadcasting files a $52,500 deal to buy the 
Sheboygan, Wi-licensed translator W287CI at 105.3 FM from WRVM. 
Crawford will move the signal to the Detroit market where it will simulcast 
gospel “Glory 1340” WEXL on FM.

Pittsburgh – Martz Communications files a $50,000 deal to buy the 
Jonestown, PA-licensed translator W283CB at 104.5 FM from Family Life 
Ministries. Tim Martz will relocate the translator to western Pennsylvania 
where the signal will simulcast Pittsburgh’s urban WAMO (600) which already 
has an FM outlet with the Pittsburgh-licensed translator W261AX at 100.1 FM.

Alabama – Auburn Network files a $50,000 deal to buy the Auburn, 
AL-licensed translator W242AX at 96.3 FM from Layton Environmental 
Engineering. Auburn Network will simulcast a soon-to-launch HD4 channel 
of classic hits “Wings 94.3” WGZZ on the signal.

Georgia – Scott Smith’s Radio Elberton files a $50,000 deal to buy the 
Elberton, GA-licensed translator W287CM at 105.3 FM from Art Sutton’s 
Georgia-Carolina Radiocasting. Radio Elberton has a pending $175,000 deal 
to buy the country simulcast of WSGC-FM, Tignall, GA (105.3) and WSGC, 
Elberton, GA (1400) which simulcasts on the translator. Smith already owns 
stations in the Rome, GA market. Smith is also vice president and general 
manager and director of radio technology for Cox Media Group.

Michigan – Will Tieman strikes a $45,000 deal to buy the Whitehall, MI-
licensed translator W227AS at 93.3 FM from First Ventures Capital Partners. 
Tieman will file to move the signal to Grand Haven, MI where he owns three 
stations including the likely user of the FM signal: “Sports Radio 1370” WGHN. 
Tieman also owns TBC Sports, which broadcasts Michigan State University 
sports. Broker: Jon Yinger, Broadcast Properties

North Carolina – Curtis Media Group strikes a $40,000 deal to buy the 
Southern Pines, NC-licensed translator construction permit W247CE at 97.3 
FM from Friends of Public Radio, owner of news/talk WHQR, Wilmington, 
NC (91.3). The translator CP currently covers an area to the west of the 
Fayetteville, NC market. Curtis Media Group owns 26 full-power stations in 
the Tar Heel State. Broker: Bob Heymann, Media Services Group

Texas – Hispanic Family Christian Network files a $40,000 deal to 
buy the Cleburne, TX-licensed translator K237FY at 95.3 FM from 
Edgewater Broadcasting. It will simulcast its Spanish-language religious 
network on the signal.

Virginia – Charlie Russell’s Eastern Shore Radio files a $40,000 deal 
to buy the Berryville, VA-licensed translator W241BZ at 96.1 FM from 
The Sister Sherry Lynn Foundation. Easter Shore Radio will relocate 
the translator to Onley, VA where it plans to simulcast talk/sports WESR, 
Onley-Onancock, VA (1330) on the signal.

Florida – Vero Beach Broadcasters files a $40,000 deal to buy the 
Stuart, FL-licensed translator W257DE at 99.3 FM from Cornerstone 
Community Radio. Vero Beach will simulcast Ft. Pierce-Stuart-Vero 
Beach market talker WTTB (1490) on the signal. Broker: Fowler Media 
Consulting

California – Edgewater Broadcasting files a $40,000 deal buy the 
Placerville, CA-licensed translator K282BK at 104.3 FM from Hispanic 
Family Christian Network. The filing says the translator will simulcast 
Educational Media Foundation’s Sacramento contemporary Christian 
“K-Love” outlet KLVB (99.5).

Wisconsin – Fruit Broadcasting files a $40,000 deal to buy the Bloomer, 
WI-licensed translator W269CQ at 101.7 FM from David Stout. The 
signal will be relocated to give Ron and Beth Fruit’s adult standards 
WRCO, Richland Center, WI (1450) an FM signal.

Texas – Donna and Joe Davis file a $40,000 deal to buy classic 
hits “Kool 99.3” KEFH, Clarendon, TX from Alliance Broadcast 
Communications. Davis Broadcast Company already owns country 
KLSR-FM, Memphis, TX.
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Iowa – Dennis Carpenter’s StarCom files a $39,450 deal to buy the Fort 
Dodge, IA-licensed translator K236BB at 95.1 FM from First Ventures Capital 
Partners. StarCom is expected to file to relocate the translator to Minnesota 
where it owns four stations.

Kentucky – Choice Radio files a $38,000 deal to buy the Mount Vernon, KY-
licensed translator W283AI at 104.9 FM from Joshua Kesler. The filing says the 
translator will simulcast low-power station WJJA-LP, East Bernstadt, KY (98.5).

Kansas – Eddie Vega files a $37,500 deal to buy the Seneca, KS-licensed 
translator K252DT at 98.3 FM from First Ventures Capital Partners. Vega 
is expected to move the station to Tulsa where he owns Spanish “Radio 
Victory” KETU (1120).

Iowa – O-Town Communications files a $37,500 deal to buy the Eagle 
Grove, IA-licensed translator K213EP at 90.5 FM from First Ventures Capital 
Partners. O-Town owns six Iowa stations include two AMs in Ottumwa that 
could benefit from a translator including talk/sports KBIZ (1240) and oldies 
KLEE (1480) – which already has a FM signal with the Ottumwa-licensed 
translator K299BA at 107.7 FM.

Tennessee – Flinn Broadcasting files a $37,500 deal to buy the Mount 
Pleasant, TN-licensed translator W254BW at 98.7 FM from Prospect 
Communications. Flinn plans to move the signal into the Memphis market 
where it will simulcast gospel WAVN (1240).

Wichita – Entercom files a $35,000 deal to buy the Fort Scott, KS-licensed 
translator K232EJ at 94.3 FM from Bott Broadcasting. The filing says 
Entercom plans to relocate the signal to the Wichita market where it will 
simulcast sports KFH-FM&AM (98.7, 1240) on the translator.

New Mexico – Pecos Valley Broadcasting files a $35,000 deal to buy the 
Carlsbad, NM-licensed translator K229AS at 93.7 FM from Educational 
Media Foundation. Pecos Valley will simulcast talk KSVP, Artesia, NM (990) 
on the translator. EMF still owns “K-Love” outlet KLXC (90.3) in Carlsbad.

Arkansas – Educational Media Foundation files to sell the Arkadelphia, AR-
licensed K233CV at 94.5 FM to Bob Mark Allen Productions for $35,000. Allen 
plans to relocate the signal to give the 1,000-watt daytime-only adult standards 
“K-Jim AM 1500” KJIM, Sherman, TX a 24-hour FM signal. EMF will still own 
two stations in the Hot Springs, AR market including contemporary Christian 
“K-Love” KLRO (90.1) and Christian CHR “Air1” KALR (91.5).

Kentucky – Educational Media Foundation files a $35,000 deal to sell 
the Corbin, KY-licensed translator W287CA at 105.3 FM to Guntersville 
Broadcasting. EMF will still own full-power “K-Love” affiliate WWLT (103.1) 
in the area. The translator will be moved to Alabama where Guntersville 
Broadcasting will simulcast “Talk Radio 1270” WGSV, Guntersville, AL on 
FM. Broker: Media Services Group

Georgia – Don Crawford files a $35,000 deal to buy the Albany, GA-licensed 
translator W256CK at 99.1 FM from Living Proof. The filing says the signal 
will simulcast Educational Media Foundation’s Albany, GA market “K-Love” 
outlet WHKV (106.1).

Minneapolis – Mai Yia Vang’s Hmong Radio Broadcast files a $35,000 deal to 
buy the Medford, WI-licensed translator W242BB at 96.3 FM from Edgewater 
Broadcasting. Hmong Radio Broadcast will file to relocate the translator to 
simulcast its Minneapolis ethnic station WIXK (1490) an FM signal.

MORE DEALS @ INSIDERADIO.COM DEAL DIGEST ARCHIVE  |  ADVERTISE: CALL 800-248-4242 X 711   |  EMAIL 

Eau Claire, WI – Mid-West Family Broadcasting files a $35,000 deal 
to buy the Neillsville, WI-licensed translator W220DR at 92.1 FM from 
First Ventures Capital Partners. Mid-West Family owns six stations in 
the Eau Claire market and the filing says the translator will simulcast 
country WAXX (104.5).

Des Moines – Latin World Broadcasting files a $35,000 deal to buy 
the Harlan, IA-licensed translator K234BB at 94.7 FM from Edgewater 
Broadcasting. The translator will be relocated to give Des Moines 
regional Mexican “La Reina 1260” KDLF an FM outlet.

C L O S I N G S

Myrtle Beach, SC — Bob Woodward and John Trent’s Compass Radio 
Group closes a $1.6 million deal to buy AC “94.5 The Tide” WYEZ and the 
soft AC “Easy 105.9” simulcast of WEZV (105.9) and WGTN-FM (100.7) 
from Fidelity Broadcasting. Broker: George Reed, Media Services Group

Idaho – Kathleen Kirby’s Inspirational Family Radio closes an $85,000 
deal to buy AC “Star 95.5” KUJJ, McCall, ID from Tom Hodgins’ Alexandra 
Communications. Inspirational Family Radio already owns four Idaho 
stations but only “Heartland Country 98.3” KDZY, McCall (98.3) will 
overlap with KUJJ. Alexandra Communications won the license for KUJJ 
during FCC Auction No. 94 in 2013 with a $25,000 bid.

Minneapolis – Maranatha Assembly of God Church closes a $52,000 
deal to buy Christian CHR “The Remnant 88.1” WAJC from the Religious 
Information Network.

Florida – Jim Lampl has closed on his $10,000 deal to buy out business 
partner Susan Nilson’s 50% stake in talk WSRQ (1220) in the Sarasota-
Bradenton market.

Michigan – Todd Mohr’s Mitten Media closes a $1,000 deal to buy the 
currently-silent WMTE-FM, Manistee, MI (101.5) from Del Reynolds. 
Mitten Media already owns hot AC “Hits 106” WKLA-FM in the area 
and Mohr is a minority investor in Synergy Media, which owns several 
other stations in the region.

Virginia – Steve Nugent closes on his donation of “Fox Sports 1340” 
WHAP, Hopewell, VA to Bruce Gee. Gee has been a general partner in 
the Richmond market station since January 2014.

Puerto Rico – Hacienda San Eladio closes on the donation of the 
currently-silent WRRE, Juncos, PR (1460) to Hector Delgado Calle’s 
Maranatha Radio Ministries. WRRE has been off the air since October 
2014 citing financial difficulties and inability to pay its electricity bills.

Puerto Rico – Angel Roma Lopez’s International Broadcasting Corp. 
closes a deal to spin-off “Radio San Juan” WRSJ (1560) to a Jean Paul 
Vissepo-run trust for sale. The move is required by FCC ownership limits 
after IBC agreed to swap three full-power TV stations in Puerto Rico 
to Spanish Broadcasting System in exchange for three FMs, including 
the CHR simulcast of “Fresh 99.9 FM” WIOA, San Juan and WIOC, 
Ponce (105.1) and tropical “La Zeta 93” WZET covering Mayaguez and 
the West side of the island. SBS will also pay International $1.9 million 
cash as part of the transaction.
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MORE OPPORTUNITIES 
@ INSIDERADIO.COM >>

ALL DIGITAL 
ALL THE TIME

Inside Radio is all digital
starting next week.

Sign up for daily email news updates.

VP/GM
BOISE, IDAHO

We have a rare opening for a 
VP/GM for our 4-station 

Boise radio cluster.  

We also operate a
co-owned TV station, so there 
are lots of opportunities to do 

big things together! 

Looking for a people-oriented, 
culture-building, strategic leader 

who loves to win.
EOE. Referrals or letters of 
interest held in confidence.  

Drop me an e-mail:  
steve.wexler@scripps.com

www.scripps.com

SALES MANAGEMENT
Due to recent expansion of our 
company, Forever Media Inc. is 
seeking applicants for several 

positions in sales management 
across our company. If you love 
selling radio and would like teach 

the secrets of your success to 
others, Forever Media would 

like to talk to you about becoming 
part of our team! 

We are a privately owned 
company that is expanding in 
Pennsylvania and surrounding 
areas. Minimum of two years 
sales management or selling 
experience in media sales is 

required. Positions are available in 
our Johnstown, State College and 
Gettysburg/York markets. EOE. 
Send resume, cover letter and 

salary requirements to:  
careers@forevermediainc.com 

SALES MANAGER 
Coastal Florida Dream Job!

 

Looking for energetic team leader 
who loves doing it all.  Events, 
promotions, production.  Good 

base, commissions and bonuses.
 

Send resume and mp3 of why 
you’re right for this job!   
Send in confidence to:

apply@insideradio.com

RADIO STATIONS FOR SALE

WASG AM- Mobile, AL
KXKS AM- Albuquerque, NM
KIOU AM- Shreveport, LA
WITK AM- Scranton, PA

 with Translator CP W288CL
 

  Email or call Jack Wilkins:
jack@wilkinsradio.com

757-481-6390/844-250-9399
WILKINSRADIO.COM
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